**Modern Music...**

Modern music will be the theme of a concert at 8 PM tomorrow in Arrow Concert Hall.

Sponsored by the Friends of Music, a new organization under the auspices of the Student Council Cultural Committee, the program will include a sonata for piano by Bela Bartok, "Fantasy on a Javanese Motive" by Miriam Gideon, and "Density 21.5" by Edgar Varese. Works by Charles Ives, Robert Kurka, and Anton Webern will also be performed.

**TIIC Formulates Plans For Tech Student Gov't**

By SANDRA HELFENSTEIN

A student council exclusively for Technology students in being planned by the Technological Inter-Fraternity Inter-Society Council (TIIC).

If the plan is carried through, the School of Technology will no longer take part in the Collegewide representation of students. The council will be made up of representatives to Student Council, but will conduct elections only for their own council.

Max Zaslowsky, President of TIIC, outlined the idea of a separate council for technology students to Student Council. The reasons he stated for the plan are:

- The Tech School does not get sufficient representation of Student Council.
- Student Council voted down the plan, for representation of the which TIIC favors.
- TIIC received only 13 votes from Student Government Fee Commission.
- The Marxist Discussion Club has become a representative group of TIIC.
- TIIC proposes voluntary membership list, but "while a law exists, it would be difficult to circumscribe it is unethical."
- There were no tech students on the NSA delegation this summer.
- SG spends $250 for its dinner which is much too extravagant.
- On March 27 TIIC will hold an open meeting to discuss the plan. Zaslowsky said that he "would like one government, but a SG that represents one side of the story is not representative."

The proposed council would be composed of the presidents of AIFE, AICHE, ASME, and ASCE, it would include one representative from each of the twenty engineering organizations and two representatives elected directly from the freshman and sophomore classes.

**Pinocchio Players Suspended; Gambling on Campus Banned**

By IAN MACAULEY

As a result of last week's suspension of three students for gambling on campus, all card playing at the College will be restricted to the card room in the Finlay Student Center.

Dean James S. Peace (Student Life) said yesterday the new regulation would go into effect immediately and that no longer card playing would be permitted in "any other room anywhere on campus." SG will conduct an inspection of the North Campus Cafeteria in Shepard Hall.

The three students were suspended from classes last Wednesday after being found gambling in the card room last Tuesday night, Dean Peace said. They were released Thursday after submitting written statement admitting their guilt, Dean Peace said.

The Dean said he walked into the card room and found the three students, along with an outsider, gambling a game of pinocchio. From the way in which they were kept score, he said he was able to determine that they were playing for money. Upon being caught, the students admitted to gambling, Dean Peace said.

"According to College regulations, students caught gambling on campus are subject to immediate suspension and fine. Because of their admission of guilt, the three students were reprimanded and will be allowed to graduate," he said.

Dean Peace declined to name the students.

"Gambling has long been a trouble to the student body," Dean Peace said.

The three students will be allowed to graduate, but all will not reach a decision for several months. London expects a favorable verdict. Suspected Dr. Austin was suspended from the College without pay on May 21 of last year. The previous day, a special committee charged that Dr. Austin had falsely denying having ever been a member of the Communist Party or of any unit or group of the Communist Party, or of any group thereof. Because of the alleged false testimony, Dr. Austin was charged with "misconduct." The December 16 of last year the BHE acted upon the recommendations of a trial committee which held hearings in the case and recommended Dr. Austin's dismissal.

In the course of the hearing, Dr. Lewis Balamuth, a former Physics professor at the College, was identified as having been a Communist from 1939 to 1942. The trial committee stated in its report that "Balamuth's testimony as to Austin is amply corroborated."
Film Trends Discussed On TV By Woll, Knight

The trends in film-making as exemplified by the forthcoming movie "Stagedeck" was the theme of a discussion among Mr. Yaël Woll, director of the American Film Institute, Mr. Arthur Knight (Speech), film critic for the Saturday Review of Literature, and Susan Strasberg, the film's star.

**Two Patterns**

"The American movie," Mr. Woll, "is creating two new patterns in film-making. Producers are now willing to give the audience either a film that is broken up into its component parts or to join an ensemble with big films being shot all around the world. In addition, independent producers are replacing the large ones such as MGM and RKO."

Mr. Knight reiterated this feeling, describing the things when he was in Hollywood in his youth. "It was terrible to see twenty empty sound stages with only two pictures being shot on one."

**Lack of Continuity**

One of the problems of contemporary film-making explored on the program was the lack of continuity for the actors due to the technique of filming scenes out of their final order. Miss Strasberg said that she had not really felt this problem in "Stagedeck" because of two things: first, the set had re-arrangements in the correct order, an unusual phenomena for a film, and second, the use of "master shots" where the entire scene is shot at once, rather than cutting into its component parts to be shot from different angles.

**Clips Seen**

Several clips from the movie were shown and discussed by the panel both in relation to the film itself and the character portrayed. According to Miss Strasberg, Eva Lovasse, the film's heroine, is typical of the young hopefuls who aspire to theatrical fame. "She never gives in, and she has a tremendous feeling of hope." She said that she was trying to bring a character across to the audience and she was not entirely sure that the character came out the way she meant it to. "Sometimes," she said, "you put one thing in when you act, and then when you see the scene you find that something else entirely comes out. I have found also," she added, "that I forget any kind of feeling I'm putting in to portray, the viewers add a quite a lot of themselves to it."

**THHC**

(Continued from Page 1)

At page 12 the EZ student activities fee with the rest of the College the Tech school would be able to allocate students are invested by the tech organizations and publica- tion. Zaslowski said that the Tech school would defray the entire cost of Tech News and Vector, and would agree to pay 50% of the al- location of Campus and Observation Post. "We will not," he con- tined, "pay for publications such as the yearbook and the monthly Pompanoche which hold no interest to the engineers."

**Review**

The Hillel Book Review Club will continue its review of the films of the College's detachment of the ROTC tomorrow at 12 Noon in the General Reference Section. When Dr. Brod- hart will discuss "One Hundred Hours, to Save" by Robert Hen- rickson.

**Coffee...**

The Hillel Coffee Hour Series will present the Hillel members, Hillel and Mrs. Eliahu Milder, President of Evening Session Hil- lel at 4 PM tomorrow in the Hillel Lounge.

**College Crime Is Investigated**

An investigation of the new- found thefts at the College is under way.

According to Dean James S. Peace, Student Life, this crime outburst has not reached last semester's proportions but the thefts are increasing two to three per- week.

In short, a similar "crime wave" swept the College which was finally halted when two men were arrested by the police.

The most recent theft reported was a coat stolen from the Reading Room of the Morris Raphael Cohen Library.

"It is difficult," said Peace, "to find any explanation for a crime that involves such a large area of the College in order to be committed.

"It is not to the students to be more careful with their personal possessions. To- morrow, and any time, we re- duce the number of thefts," he concluded.

*Shapiro*
SFCSA... (Continued from Page 1)

By SFCSA chairman, as mediator of a meeting of representatives from both groups. If no agreement was to result, the matter would be referred to an emergency meeting of SFCSA.

The mediation meeting failed and in an emergency session meeting of SFCSA Friday, the two fraternities resolved to postpone their moonlight cruise until the Fall, setting September 27 as a tentative date. Richard Ruberman, president of Phi Epilson Pi, said his change was "for the benefit of the College as a whole."

Previously, Student Council avoided conflict with HP's Carnival by changing the nature of its outing. The traditional all-school outing was changed to a moonlight cruise until the Fall; events, necessary to prevent overcrowding. This move created a one-week gap between the two events, necessary to prevent a recurrence of last year's controversy between the two organizations.

The fraternities' basic objection to SG's planned moonlight cruise was that it, being similar to their other events, would hinder the success of their event. Both cruises were scheduled to be open to the entire College student body.

Postnotes...

- Twenty reservations are left for the reduced-price plane flight to Europe. Contact Mike Herowitz at TA 2-6098, or Gil Gleit at MA 4-3886. The plane will leave between June 19 and 20 and will return between August 27 and September 1.
- Phi Alpha Theta, the National History Honor Fraternity, is now accepting membership applications. All prospective members must have at least a B average in History and a general average of B minus. Applications may be obtained in Room 331 Wagner.
- The Biology Review is on sale on the North Campus and the Biology office. The magazine costs twenty-five cents.
- The Outdoor Club will show slides Thursday in Room 331 Sheepard at 12 Noon of Black Rock and the other places they plan to visit.
- Richard Huberman, president of the College Scholarly Debate Society, announced that the College's debating team, is chairing the second annual City College Invitational Debate tournament.
- Trophies will be awarded to the school with the best record, and the highest-ranking individuals, after three rounds of debate, with each college participating in one of six competitions, for a total of sixty-seven dates.
- Students invited to the event will all students are invited to the event and will begin at 9 AM in the Main Lounge of the Finkel Student Center.
- The proposition to be argued is: RESOLVED: That the United States should discontinue direct economic aid to foreign countries.

Gilbert August, captain of the College's debating team, is chairman of the tournament committee. Serving on the committee with him are Melicent Berman, David Marvin Fastman, Leonard Rubenstein and Bert Bernstein, all from the College.

The visiting students will be welcomed by Dean Morton Gotschall (Liberal Arts and Science) and Professor Lester Thonnsen (Speech).

Queen Dance Next Friday

House Plan's annual Carnival Queen Dance will be held next Friday evening, March 28, in the Hotel Roosevelt.

Entrants from uptown and downtown branches of the College are eligible for the Carnival Queen contest. The deadline for all applications is 5 P.M., Friday, in the House Plan Lounge. Applicants will be judged by an impartial panel of judges on the basis of personality, poise, and physical appearance.

Policy...

"American Policy from Washington to Sputnik" will be discussed by Jacob Fried, executive director of the Jewish Braille Institute, Thursday at 12:30 PM in Room 331 Wagner. The talk is being presented by the History Society.
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Liberal Arts and Science Graduate Program

Master’s Program Offered With Five Sub-Divisions

By PETER FRANKLIN

The question of graduate study in the nation’s colleges and universities has been a point of considerable controversy in recent weeks. Many educators have challenged the present Master’s and doctoral programs as being inadequate.

A major reason for the concern lies in the growing shortage of both high school and college teachers. Most high schools require their teachers to hold a Master’s degree; colleges generally seek faculty members who have or are earning the Doctor of Education or Doctor of Philosophy degree.

The Liberal Arts and Science Graduate Program currently has a faculty of twenty-five who are teaching graduate courses offered this term. The majority of these instructors are also carrying teaching loads in the College’s undergraduate schools.

The current student enrollment in the Liberal Arts and Science Graduate Program has been placed in the limelight. The number of candidates for a Master’s Program Offered Within Five Sub-Divisions, in the liberal arts and sciences was long felt at the College and much thought was given to the matter, particularly during the decade of the 1940’s. Faculty committees, departments, and individuals urged from time to time the desirability of post-graduate education or advanced proposals for concrete programs.

On February 11, 1943, the Faculty Council of Liberal Arts and Science approved the establishment of a Graduate Administrative Committee was appointed. This effort resulted in the introduction of a graduate program in psychology in 1944.

Subsequently, a comprehensive survey confirmed the need for the expansion of graduate work, and in 1948, a Graduate Administrative Committee was appointed. This effort resulted in the introduction of a graduate program in psychology in 1944.

International Relations was inaugurated and three years later a program in New York Studies was formed. A program in Sociology was added in the fall of 1950 to most recent program, to be instituted, Economics with Emphasis on Labor Relations, was introduced in February 1957. The responsibility of guiding the Graduate program does not re- serve support from either the state or the city. Its financial resources come from tuition, a subsidy from the School of Education for the Liberal Arts programs which are not creditable for its Master’s pro- gram and grants.

Testimony

According to Professor Zeichner, “The ability of the College to perform this job in the past is testimony to the educational vision of its officers and to the cooperation of the faculty engaged in graduate instruction.”

“The achievement,” he continued, “is only the beginning, although every note that it was done without tax funds and in the face of serious financial difficulties.”


careful attention to one of the most valuable assets—education. This means not only adequate financing, but adequate opportunity. To be effective, education must be available to all students, in all places, at all times.
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Up the Creek

Although May is diagonally across the calendar from November, the student body has not yet realized this fact. In fact, they may run the risk of missing the annual spring boat ride. For the second straight time, so-called student leaders have disregarded the problem. They have allowed the House Plan carnival and the Student Government boat ride plans to be held in close proximity, thus wasting fuel for two tweedledeumid automobiles.

House Plan made the initial blunder, delaying in contracting for the boat-ride until it was too late to obtain a date other than the one coinciding with House Plan’s Carnival. From this point, it would seem that House Plan is unable to share the burden of guilt for the scramble. While Student Government representatives scurried about in a state of confusion, so had the House Plan. A half-hearted attempt to change its date. Upon discovering that the alternate date they had chosen would conflict with the Municipal Department, House Plan gave up the ghost and pretended themselves to sit back and look on while SG officials frenziedly tried to arrange a program.

SG, in the meantime, was making a determined effort to find a solution. They contacted other colleges in an effort to switch dates. What finally came up was the idea of a midnight cruise.

But Student Government certainly deserves no applause for their part in the affair. In particular, we take issue with the heads of Student Government—Steve Nagler and Steve Genen—whom we have likened to the two top Student government heads of the College. It is most likely that in two or three years, even larger proportions of the students of the state to enter the municipal colleges will be burdened with needy evils. We should realize that our youth, be allowed to experience as many different fields of interest as possible.

To The Future

Strengthening of our country’s educational system has become a major issue this year. Throughout the nation, the controversy has raged a year and a half. On the local level, the role of the municipal college in the community has also received considerable attention.

For many terms the idea of representation by schools instead of by classes has been discussed by Student Council; this term it was voted down by SG. The debate centered around the question of representatives on Council are supposed to represent the school as a whole and not particular groups. The SA's at the present time have its own pressure group in TIC Council. On the other hand, the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences' or Education have a group comparable to this. But it seems that even having its own pressure group is not enough for TIC. It wants to completely sever itself, and with it the entire Tech school from ties with the Student Council.

The Student Council endeavors to treat the City College student and his needs not as a Liberal Arts or Tech major but as a member of City College. It attempts to rise above the sectional disputes which would result from a Council composed of Schools.

Members of the Tech school are continued. They do not feel themselves to be apart of the College, its activities and extra-curricular recreation. A move by the student to set up their own Council and in this way lose all means of coordinating its activities with the rest of the College seems to us apartness a hundred fold.

When the Tech School abandoned the Student Council meetings will arise. First of all the TIC boys are planning to have their own SFCP. This would mean that the $2 Student Activities fee paid by Tech students would get into their own little accounts with which students could more easily organize groups. If other departments follow suit, and increase the amount of credits given for their required courses, the College will regress along the scale of educational progress by stifling the self-development of students.

We realize, of course, the necessity of a “common core” of required subjects to round out a person’s educational background. We will go far, however, as to suggest the abolition of the credit system (if for no other reason than that it is too cumbersome). This change would be too should be introduced. We will have time enough in later years to be burdened with needy evils. We should realize that our youth, be allowed to experience as many different fields of interest as possible.

The Time has come when the TIC students at last are able to decide whether they want to permanently sever themselves in the Halls of Technology or whether they will seriously attempt to integrate themselves into the life of the College outside the classrooms.

Change

The English Department has decided to increase the amount of credits awarded for English Three and Four from two to three.

We cannot see the advantages of such a move, nor can we find any legitimate necessity for the change.

Certainly, the requirements English courses at the College have long left much to be desired, and it is unfortunate that students must now be deprived of two credits otherwise used for free electives. Required English courses. It is true, can enrich the education of all types of students, but most important is that these courses to the level of note-taking and name-memorizing.

The problem of reducing the amount of credits which students could more easily develop along their own lines of interest, the English Department is trying to solve. A ready insufficient number of elective credit allotments. If other departments follow suit, and increase the amount of credits given for their required courses, the College will regress along the scale of educational progress by stifling the self-development of students.

We realize, of course, the necessity of a “common core” of required subjects to round out a person’s educational background. We will go far, however, as to suggest the abolition of the credit system (if for no other reason than that it is too cumbersome). This change would be too should be introduced. We will have time enough in later years to be burdened with needy evils. We should realize that our youth, be allowed to experience as many different fields of interest as possible.
Barzun Lauds Lincoln's Prose

Dr. Jacques Barzun spoke at the College last Thursday on a writer whose name had been a well-kept secret before his lecture. The Dean of Columbia University's Graduate Faculty, who has been asked to write an introduction to the 8th edition of "The American Mind" by Tocqueville, praised the writing of Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln's reputation as a politician, soldier, and martyr has overshadowed his accomplishments as a writer, Dr. Barzun said. He showed many characteristics of the true artist, including melancholy, a sense of destiny, and a sense of detachment. In addition, said Dr. Barzun, he "hugged a secret wound," which contributed to his artistic growth.

"Dr. Barzun feels that "The American mind today needs to read Lincoln's reputation as a politician, soldier, and martyr has overshadowed his accomplishments as a writer, Dr. Barzun said. He showed many characteristics of the true artist, including melancholy, a sense of destiny, and a sense of detachment. In addition, said Dr. Barzun, he "hugged a secret wound," which contributed to his artistic growth."

Buddhist Priest Talks at College

The nature and theory of Buddhism was explained Thursday by Dr. Beryl Ewart, Secretary of the American Buddhist Association of New York. Dr. Ewart, an ordained Buddhist priest, spoke before a gathering of the College's Christian Association.

"The 2500 year-old religion is founded upon a three-fold concept declaring man's impermanence, suffering and soullessness," he explained.

"Founded by an Indian prince," he continued, "Buddhism is practiced today by 500 million people, 5,000,000 of whom are Americans.

"Life," said Dr. Ewart, "is a period of suffering with brief moments of superfluous joy."

This suffering is caused by man's selfish desires.

"Buddhism is a God-less religion," he said, "as we believe that man alone controls his destiny. It is for each individual to find his own solution to life,

The lecture is being sponsored by Tau Beta Pi, and will be repeated today by 600 million people, 5,000,000 of whom are Americans.

"Buddhism," said Dr. Ewart, "does not interfere with science. It is an attempt to exercise from the College that maladjusted monster, the controversial. Unwisely, the Professor has designed his formula to apply only to "political" controversies.

This is indeed unfortunate. History shows that campaigns loud and long for a "summit conference" to explore those areas of "new thinking." Perhaps the founding ship of student activities can safely pass through the stormy waters if this cooperation of papers is forthcoming.

Press to Meet

The first meeting of a newly formed College Press Association will take place Suna., April 20, at 2 PM in the Finley Student Center.

Invitations to the conference have been sent to the editors and staff of the undergraduate newspapers of this College, Brooklyn College, Hunter College, and Queens College.

BHE

(Continued from Page 1) tions, for his "rigorous protection of the guilty" which matched no drop concern for the protection of the innocent.

When originally established in 1965, the members of the Committee were Gustave G. Rosenberg, as chairman, F. B. Chandler, G. D. Dorman, A. B. Hoover, Ells S. Streator and Joseph B. Cavallaro.

Upon his election to the chairman-ship of the BHE, Rosenberg appointed G. D. Dorman as his successor. The four remaining members of the present committee are Chandler, A. J. Geist, Rosenberg, and Miss Streator.

Letters

SUMMIT SEEKER

Dear Editor:
I find myself greatly disturbed by the failure of three major oratories to produce present day difficulties in concept of their obligation to a student body of 7,000 students. These three groups are House Plan, TIC and Student Government.

There is an imperative need for new thinking in areas that initiative has too long been dormant. There must be a realization that present difficulties in concept of their obligation to a student body of 7,000 students. These three groups are House Plan, TIC and Student Government.

An observatory post

The student council and how it grew

Today let us investigate a phenomenon of American college life laughingly called the student council.

What actually goes on at student council meetings? To answer this burning question, let us reproduce here the minutes of a typical meeting of a typical student council.

Meeting scheduled for 8:30 p.m. at Students Union. Called to order at 9:15 p.m. by Hurrah Sigsas, president. Motion to adjourn made by Louis Bicrupid, freshman representative. Motion ruled out of order by Hurrah Sigsas, president. Hurrah Sigsas called "old poop" by Louis Bicrupid, freshman representative. Seconded by Delores Westram, sophomore representative. Motion tabled by Hurrah Sigsas, president.

Motion to accept minutes made by Hurrah Sigsas, president. Motion defeated.

Treasurer's report not read because Rex Murgedri, treasurer, was not present at meeting. Rex Mercedri, treasurer, impeached and executed in absentia.

The preliminaries will be held at 3 PM Wednesday, April 2, in Room 426 Finley.
"Happy Birds" by College Art Major
Join Pogo in Walt Kelly's Menagerie

The tradition of impecuniousness peculiar to students at the College, and to art majors in particular, has been broken by Ellen Lawrie. Miss Lawrie, a twenty-three-year-old College art major, has managed to sell one of her paintings. The buyer of the painting, Ellen Lawrie, was the president of the Art Society, and the amount of money received was $200.

Than cartoonist Walt Kelly, and in particular, has been broken by Ellen Lawrie. Manaeed to sell one of her Miss Lawrie, a twenty-three-year old College art major, has managed to sell one of her Miss Lawrie will enable her to meet even the rising cost of food in the snack bar. The painting, "Happy Birds," is none other than the first publication of the original letters of Roualt, as well as the first issue of the magazine devoted entirely to art.

Before moving to New York, she is originally from Lincoln, Illinois. To further this ambition, she attended Lincoln Junior College.

Her ambition upon coming to the College was to publish a magazine. The sale resulted, in the purchase of $200, which is being used to publish the magazine. Advertisement and donations from the Alumni Association provided an additional $500 to launch the project. Miss Lawrie will realize her dream this semester, when "Impressions" will be published in April. This magazine is the first successful attempt of such a venture in the history of the College.

Included in this issue will be an exclusive interview with the Mexican painter, Gotta.

The four-year-old Art Society plans on being commissioned to paint a mural for the main entrance of the Finley Student Center. The painting, which, it is hoped, will be finished by the end of this semester, will constitute a directory for the new Activities Planning Board.

Miss Lawrie, because of her influence in the Art Society, hopes to receive a fellowship in the College's Art Department after completing her undergraduate work in June. She plans to continue her art studies on the graduate level, possibly in Hunter College.

—Baron
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Fencers Fourth in IFA, As Sabremen Win Medals

By STU BADEN

The College's Fencing team atoned for its comparatively poor three and six season record this weekend, by finishing fourth in the Inter-collegiate Fencing Association (IFA) championships. The IFA is a post season tournament composed of such national powers as Navy, NYU, Columbia, Princeton and Yale. Almost all of the twelve teams competing are Ivy League schools.

The winner of the meet was Columbia with seventy-one points. The College finished next, with six of third.

Even more spectacular than the Lavender fourth place finish, was the sabre team's winning of silver medals for placing in the runners up spot. The epee and foil team backed up the sabre squad very well by copping the fourth and fifth positions.

Freshmen Andrew Kenney sparked the team as well as the entire squad with nineteen wins. Sabreman Manny Felber and Harold Mayer each had seven wins each.

Coach Edward Lucia especially praised the fencing of sophomore Harold Mayer, calling it "outstanding and brilliant." "Although he had a badly sprained ankle," said coach Lucia, "Mayer faced well enough to defeat the national championship Columbia team, on sheer guts.

Another outstanding performance this season was that of the College was turned in by Bob Melworm, who finished in the epee category. Melworm was right on his matches to become the second most winnigest Beaver behind Kenney.

Regional Spencer, a last minute replacement for Richard Koch, led the freshmen with seven wins.

Al Kaplan, the team's captain, was a very important factor in the team's success. Not only did he win six matches, but he was at the matches bench, leading the team throughout the entire twenty four hour tournament.

Special credit also belongs to Gerry Sobol who came off the bench in the middle of the epee matches, to win three contests.

The consensus of opinion among the various coaches at the meet was that next year City should be the team to beat. This is based up on the fact that the College will only lose two fencers as a result of graduation. These are Manny Felber and Al Kaplan.

Coach Edward Lucia attributed the team's success to the caliber of competition the Beavers encountered all season long. "The boys learned from every team on the schedule," said the master.

The Eastern College Fencing Coaches Association voted Coach Edward Lucia president of the organization for the following year.
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